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ANNCR:

Good

,

friends.

broadcasts about food.

Ve bring you another of our weekly

Now that Victory is here, everyone of us wants to

great nation of ours in the
do everything he or she can, to help this
Our government still has a tremendous

reconversion to peacetime living.

How is it handling this job?

food management job ahead.
do to help?

And what can you

You'll find out if you listen each week to:

PMA:

FOOD FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM. ...... *AT HOME AND ABROAD,

AII1TCR:

And now here is

,

assistant state director for the

of
Production and Uarketing Administration of the U. S, Department

Agriculture.

As usual, we look to him for timely news and information on

that very important subject, food.
PMA:

And I'm sure all our listeners will agree that

Thank you,

trade channels,
the release of ICC million pounds of butter to civilian

which began the first of this month, was

a

very timely operation by the

U. S. Department of Agriculture....

ANNCR:

I'll say it was....

PMA:

....and still is.

..

.because, obviously, this huge quantity of butter won't

hit the market all at once.

It will be handled in line with the Department

of Agriculture's general policy for the disposal of surplus foods.

»

t

I

'

.

AUKCR:

Thrt means, as

recall, that the government will offer the butter first

I

to processors who originally supplied it...

PMA:

The butter will be offered on the basis of ceiling prices...

That's correct.

and then butter not accepted by the original sellers will be offered on the
same price basis to other manufacturers and receivers who previously have

sold butter to the Government.

Finally, any remaining butter will be sold

on the basis of competitive bids*

ANKCR:

By the way, where'd all this butter come from. .the armed forces?

PI.IA:

Most of it, yes.

Around 80 million pounds were released by the U. S. Army

Quartermaster Corps, nearly 13 million pounds by the Department of

Agriculture and
AUNCR:

I

suppose it will

trade.
PI1A:

7

.

million pounds by the War Shipping Administration.
tal:o

some time to get all this butter back into consumer

.

Not toe long.

is
The idea/to get the butter into trade channels so that all

of it can be market od during the coming winter months when butter

production is usually low*

;

t-

hile most of it will got to market during the

next six months, probably some will not enter retail channels until early
in '46.

Incidentally, folks might like to know that this government -owned

butter which the USDA is selling was acquired between Hay and September of
this year.
ALIrJCR:

.

.during the time when production is normally high.

And that's the usual policy the government followed in wartime, isn't it?
....buying the main part of its supply of any particular food when

production was highest.
PMA:

Yes.

For the benefit of consumers,

I

might also add that this butter being

resold by the government was purchased as 90-score or higher quality.

It

has been stored in cold storage v/arehcuses at about seventy -five different

plaoes throughout the country normally used by the trade for storing

butter and has been periodically examined.
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ANNGR:

Then we're sure it's of good quality*

PEA:

And what's more, the stocks that have been in storage a considerable period
arc being officially roinspectcd.

This is to assure that all butter sold

to the trade for retail distribution will be of required weight and quality,

AKKCR:

Are we still sending butter to other countries?

PMA:

Only to U, S. territories •• .and those quantities arc small.

In the butter

allocation for the final three months of this year, civilians will get the
lion's share.

And this allocation, giving civilians about 35 million

pounds more than they consumed during the July-September quarter, doesn't

include the 30 million pounds released by the Army.
ANNCR:

Sounds as if we'll be in better shape on butter from now on.

PMA:

In fact, this is true on other dairy products, too.

Butter isn't the only

dairy product we'll got more of curing the current three -months*

American

cheese, evaporated mill: and dried milk are also on the "MORE" list.

And

we're able to supply greatly increased quantities of dairy products to UNRRA,
the United Kingdom and British services, France, Belgium, the Netherlands

and French North Africa...
this part of the relief feeding program?

ANNCR:

Is

PMA:

Well, UNRRA is obtaining food for relief feeding handled by the United
Nations ... in Poland, Greece, Yugoslavia, Italy, Albania, Austria,

Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Republic cf Byloorussia and the Ukraine, and also
in Korea, Formosa end China*

UNNRA, and the five countries

I

mentioned

first (France, Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and French
North Africa) are making either cash or credit arrangements to pay for the
over 450 million pounds of dairy products they'll get.

ANNCR:

Tfhoa J

PHAs

It's about four times more than we've been able to allocate in any previous

. , .

that is

a

lot of dairy products

period for reeds in liberated areas.

..

.450 million pounds.

Fortunately, the total quantity

allocated these claimants about meets their rcouests.

•

AN1JCR:

Veil, say. . .hew docs it happen we have onpugh of those items to give both
civilians and the liberated areas MORE?

FI.iA:

...thank the dairy farmers... Also, of

Thank the dairy farmers,

course, the end of the war had plenty to do with those increased supplies

for civilians.

Iliiitary agencies are practically out of the market for

dairy products this quarter.
AKHCR:

In other words, the military has what it needs on hand.

Pi«lA:

Yes.

.

.and another reason for this improved supply of dairy products

our

is

tremendous milk supply.
Can we chalk up another record for dairy farmers?

AFi-TCR:

PIIA:

7

.7e

most certainly can... this year, U. S, milk production has reached the

all-time high of 123 billion pounds....
ANUCR:

"..ell,

knowing how badly the people of Europe need

soi-o

of the products that

are manufactured from this large milk supply, we can indeed thank the dairy

farmers
PLIA:

You might be interested to know,

main item requested

by' the

,

that evaporated milk is the

so-called ''foreign claimants ".. .which is the

term we used to cover the United kingdom and British Services Overseas...
UI3RRA.

.

.Belgium.

, .

France •

. •

Italy.

. .

the No therlands and French North Africa

•

About 340 million pounds have been allocated to this group.
ANNCR:

How about cheese?. . .there's plenty of good concentrated food value in

a

hunk of American cheese. »•
PMA:

A fair sized quantity of American cheese will also be going to Europo
during the next few months* . .about 160 million pounds.

Also, the liberated

areas will be getting some condensed milk, dried whole milk and nonfat

dry milk solids out of this quarter's dairy supply in the United Nations.
ANNCR:

Can we expect another record milk production next year?
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PMA:

Well, now, that's putting mc in the forecasting business.

Feed nnd pasture

factor here... This past season, we've had ample

conditions ore

a

good pasture.

For

"die

fo.jd

and

coming feeding season, our supplies of domestic feed

And

grains will be nearly four percent larger than they were last season.

by-product feeds will be about the same.

This year, we've had a very largo

hay crop.
ANITCR:

So the future on food supplies is encouraging.

FMA:

However, right

nor;

our supply of protein feeds is short.

So farmers are

being urged to use then carefully during the next couple of months.

The

situation is that while total supplies of feed concentrates appear to be
large in volume.

.

.they aren't actually so large when you consider the

present high demand.
ANNCR:

Of course this whole feed situation is one which farmes have to watch pretty

By the way,

carefully.

,

there any danger we'll run into
PIMA:

We're not expecting one.

a

with this heavy milk production, is

surplus problem?

US DA officials look for the total consumption of

fluid milk and cream in this country to increase noxt year, even over

what we've been consuming this year.
AHNGR:

Now, that's surprising.

I

thought that we expected a lower consumer

purchasing power next year... and that this would probably mean lower milk
consumption.
PMA:

Well j it's true that fluid milk consumption may drop below 1945 consumption
levels.

probably

But the increase expected in our total milk consumption will
be in cream sales.

You'll remember that there were marketing

restrictions on the sale of coffee during the

v;ar

period.

Since these have

been listed, naturally more folks will buy cream. ..and that will probably
offset any decline in fluid milk sales.

ANNCR:

The same goes for whipping cream, too,

restaurants all the time now*

I

suppose.

You see it in the

.

PMA:

That's right.

AM1ICR:

You've certainly given us a good over-all on dairy products,
V.lirt's
r

PUA:

V.

c

.

your list?

ne;ct on

Rice is still

mentioned the rice allocations not so many broadcasts ago.

being allocated on a quarterly basis.
civilians will get

And the final quarter of this year,

littlo less. ..but needs in liberated areas and for

a

relief feeding will bo amply taken care of.
AN2TCR:

'Course we're not such big rice-eaters here in Anorica.,.so

don't think

I

this smaller allocation will worry our housewives much.

For one thing, we hove

And it shouldn't.

PI.LA:

a

record crop this year.

But

since the world supply of rice is short, in terras of demand,, rice generally
is being

item.

distributed mainly among countries where it is an important food

Early

tl

is year,

Canada, the United States and Great Britain agreed

that this policy woul^ be followed*
AiTNCR

:

Are military requirements still pretty heavy?

I'd imagine that as our

armed forces moved across the Pacific toward Japan, they needed something
of a rice supply to take care of the civilian populations.

PMA:

tlilitary requirements are down a third of the quantity estimated prior to

This means more rice for UMRRA, liberated areas and our

the Jap surrender.

territories.

Hie

the Far East.

needs in China.

military

is

getting some rice for civilian

eating in

Then, UIIRRA is scheduled to receive an allocation for urgent
The Netherlands East Indies is also

getting

a

considerable

quantity,

ANiTCR :

Ycu mentioned our territories •••

PMA.:

We've always shipped some rice tc Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands.

ij,

nd that,

I

believe* takes care of the rice situation!

.
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ANNGR:

Say,

,

ovcry so often you give us the latest on the Department

of Agriculture's food

buying and selling program.

I

suppose those

activities are tapering off now that the war's over.
PMA:

You can certainly say that about the food buying operations.

As I remember

the Department's deliveries of food and other farm products during August

were the smallest since the early days of lend-lease, back in 1941.... and
Let's see....

about half of the previous months*

I

think the August

deliveries were around 640 million pounds.
ANlTCR:

How about the food sales?

PMA:

They're on the increase.
over July.

.there was an increase of sales during August

Since Hay 1944, the government has sold nearly 39 million

dollars worth of food back to the trade.

however,

I

Before we get into sales,

might 'mention on food purchases, that lend-lease operations are

continuing to decrease, although in August they amounted to over half the
total deliveries.

UHRRA claimants

..

.you '11 recall

countries earlier in the broadcast ... .received

a

I

mentioned these

little over one-fourth

of the deliveries.

countries are still lend-lease clients for our food?

AWI'jCR:

Vihat

PMA:

In August, the United Kingdom and British Services took nearly sixty

percent of the total.

I'm sure we all realize that all of Europe,

including Great Britain, has
Reports indicato
the war .

ANNCR:

a

very difficult food problem this winter.

that Great Britain is worse off on food now than during

. •

And she wasn't having any too easy

a

time during the war., the British

di^t has been pretty monotonous, from what I've heard.
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And the situation is still very bad in the

Ho doubt about that.

PMA:

Metropolitan areas of France. . .Our August list of lend-lease claimants
included the British and metropolitan France, and also French West Africa,
French North Africa, British dominions and colonies, the French Colonial

Supply Mission, the Netherlands and Belgium.
also doing
ANNCR:

post-war job, on

a

a

So, you see, American food is

global scale.

We seem to be see-sawing back and forth between the food purchase and

buying program. . •What major items were sold back to the trade during
September?
You'll recall

Pi.iA:

I

mentioned the total sales came to nearly 39 million dollars.

About half of that came from livestock and meat products.

And nearly 45

percent from the sale of cigarettes declared surplus by the Navy.
ANNCR

:

T*oll...so that's whore those collophone -wrapped cigarettes have been coming

from.
PIMA:

I

might add that the remaining food sales included small quantities of fats

and oils, fruits and vegetables, and also dairy and poultry products, grain
and cereal products.
ANNCR:

I

,

suppose the large sales cf livestock and meat products also account for

the increased supply of these items in grocery stores.
PI.u.:

".Tell,

of course, it does take some time for these re-sale items to finally

reach the grocers shelves .. .but all this is indicative of our improved
food picture.
ANNCR:

And there you have it, friends, this weok*s report on home front food
c

ctivities

. .

.
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ANNCR:

Good

,

We bring you another of our weekly

Friends.

broadcasts about food.

Nov;

that Victory is here, everyone of us wants

to do everything he or she can, to help this

Our government still has a tremendous

reconversion to peacetime living.
food management job ahead.

How is

great nation of ours in the

it

handling this job?

-^nd

what can you

You'll find out if you listen each week to:

do to help?

PMA:

FOOD FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM.

ANNCR

And now here is

. .

.AT HOME AND ABROAD.
,

assistant state director for the

Production and Marketing Administration of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture,
PMA:

what's on the docket today,

Several items

•

?

A lot of people are probably wondering what

went on at the recent Food and Agricultural Organization conference in
Quebec.

The FAO, you know, is to be one of the permanent agencies of

the United Nations organization*

The conference ended on an optimistic

note November first and elected Sir John Boyd Orr

of,

Scotland as its

first Director General.
ANNCR:

I

remember you mentioned this FAO conference on
.

a

How many countries belong to it now?

broadcast recently,

PMA:

2

-

Forty-two countries are now members of FAO.

Hie latest to join are

Syria, Lebanon, Yugoslavia, Uruguay and Paraguay.
ANNCR:

Has Russia joined the organization yet?

PMA:

No, she hasn't.

During the Quebec conference, the Russian delegates

attended the sessions merely ass observers •

According to an FAO

representative, Russia feels that the organization of the new agency
requires further study.
ANNCR:

But the Soviet Union feels the sane way we do about this business of

better food for the people of the world, doesn't it?
PMA:

Certainly. • ..Russia is very much in favor of international cooperation
for the improvement of agricultural production. • .and she's interested in

bettering the food situation of the United Nations.

But her government

feels that it's necessary to consult on these questions with her

republics which are large producers of agricultural products and raw

materials. So it may be awhile before Russia is ready to become a momber
of FAO.

However, every ono who attended the FAO conference seemed

pleased at the way this new food and agricultural organization was
launched.
ANNCR;

Just whore will FAO be located?

PMA:

In Washington at present. •• .but this is only temporary.

As soon as a

permanent seat for the United Nations Organization is decided upon, FAO

will move to that location* • .wherever it may be.
ANNCR:

And it will be permanent. ..unlike UNRRA, which is purely temporary.

PMA:

Yes.

work

FAO ivasn't set up to function for a specific period of time.
is

Its

to soe that the consumers of the world are better fed and that

the world's food and agricultural producers have their fair share of the
good things of life.

And these objectives can't be accomplished in just

five, ten or even twenty years.,

: '.i

<r.n:'i

?

j

S<

;

.

';o

'

•

-

•:
.

r ;:;{.

"

AilNCR:

What sort of a sot-up doos FAO have?

PIvIA:

Well, as I've already mentioned, Sir John Boyd Orr is the Director
Genoral, for a term ending December 31, 1947.

Exooutivo Committee # • .this group will bo

a

Then there

!

s

a

15-mcmber

continuing body with ono-

third of its members changed each year.
ANNCR:

Do tho members of this committee represent different countries?

PMA:

That's correct.

Each member is from

a

different nation.

As for tho

staff of FAO, it will be chosen and paid without regard to race,

nationality, creed or sex.

(PAUSE)

FAO is going to be important and

valuable to all peoplo overjnvherc. . .not just because it has been sot up
to fight for freedom from want.. .but because, as its Director General
has said, it "is the world's answer to the atomic bomb".

Members of FAO

feel that if the nations of the world can't agree on food, they can
agree on nothing.

But, if they aro able to reach agreements, they'll

soon find it easier to settle othor matters peacefully.
AHWCR:

And that

is_

most important,

prove sort of
P-A:

a

.

I

should think that FAO could

tie-up between farmers and consumers, too.

You bet it could... As Sir John Boyd Orr told the conference, this is his
crcod:

"There is a world scarcity of food, and increasing production

providing sufficient food and health standards for all would lead to a
great reduction in disease and increased length of life, and would bring

prosperity to an expanding agriculture.
AHiJCR:

And as we've all heard rr&ny times, and know from experience, we can't
have a prosperous nation, unless wo have a prosperous agriculture.

FMA:

Many farsighted farmers already realize that FAO is the organization
to bring

tlio

two groups into better understanding by stressing close

cooperation between the food producer and the food consumer.
And thoso are tho highlights on FAO this morning.

(PAUSE)

(PAUSE) How here's

another angle on this cooperation between farmers and consumers.

—

AMCR:

Okay, lot's hoar it.

PKA:

Well, to bo gin with, wo

~

t±

it's mighty important for food producers

::no\v

and food consumers to "do business together".

Clinton Anderson said in

a

recent speech.

..

of our t ime is to build a two-way flow of

agriculture and industry'

1

.

As Secretary of Agriculture

"one of the greatest tasks

buying power and goods between

And he added that "only with full employment

at good wages in the cities and towns of America can we hope to have
full production and prosperity on the farm."
AiTrJCR

:

I'm sure that the experiences of the war proved how important it is for

farmers and consumers to work together for full production*
FMA:

Yos,

close parallel between farm and

it was found that thero's a

industrial incomes.

VJhon times are good,

incomes of both groups rise...

when times arc bad, they go down together.

Wow that the war is over, we

naturally want to begin largo scale production of peacetime goods that
But here's the problem we face.

both farmers ana consumers need.
Farmers are asking themselves

..

.how much can we buy with our earnings

Some of them arc r/ondcring if there will be the same kind

and savings?

of inflation and crash that

pretty bad time of it in thj twenties,

AFiICR:

Farmers had

FlOAi

That's putting it mildly,

a

came after the first World War.

.

remember.

Prices went so high that people

couldn't buy as much as coulc be produced.
prices crashed.

I

Factories closed.

Farm

Farm earnings wore cut almost in half and 453 thousand

farmers lost their land.

AMCR:

And all because of runaway prices.

This time, we have to hold the

price line.
PllA:

It's the only way to protect the value of farmers' and consumers' dollars
• •

it's the only answer to clear the way for large-scale production

and big markets for the things we all need.

^
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ANDCR:

And here's where cooperation between farmers and consumers comes into
the picture.

PMA:

Certainly, it's to the advantage of both groups to help OPA keep prices
The OPA has a double job on its hands.... it must make whatever

level.

price adjustments are needed for a quick return to big production....

manufacturers, just like farmers, must make
business.

a

fair profit to stay in

At the same time, OPA must keep prices at levels that will

enable farmers to buy large quantities of the things they noed.
AI*IHCR:

Then it doesn't look as if we can safely do away with all price controls
at this stage of the gamo«

PMA:

We cortainly can't.

CPA's policy is to lift price controls as soon as

any commodity supply is near enough to demand to
of runaway prices.

c

limine to the danger

Did you know that the costs of farm machincry>

equipment, supplies and building materials make up about 40 per cent of
the average farmer's operating expenses?

AMCR:

That takes

a

big hunk out of his income.

I

can sec that price ceilings

must be kept on the things farmers buy until they're no longjr needed*
PMA:

Price ceilings are important to consumers, too,

_

.

They enable

us to buy the goods wo need... they help maku steady jobs for factory

workers.
This,
OR:

Factory workers With steady jobs buy more food and clothes.

in turn, makes bettor markets for the things farmers sell.

Yes, it certainly works both ways., .let's hope we can keep price control
as long as it's necessary, for the good of both farmer and consumer.

PLIA:

You'll remember we mentioned last week that we would ship about 160

million pounds of American Cheddar cheese to Surope between October
and the first of Januarv*

1

- 6 AU1IGR:

That's right... this is the choose that'll go to several European

countries and to UNRRA.

P]'A:

And

I

suppose some of it will come from the

armed forces, like so many of the foods we've "been able to got more of
lately.
Yes.. .Army stocks will account for about a third of the 160 million
pounds needed.

Also, the Dairy and Poultry Marketing Association

inventory estimates some 52 million pounds on hand... that makes two-thirds
of the commitment.

The remainder of the cheese will come from set-aside

inventories still in the hands of authorized assemblers.

These

assemblers, incidentally, have been asked to schedule regular deliveries
of cheese

over the weeks to come and to stick closely to them.

way shipments can bo made on time to our European neighbors.

This

(PAUSE)

Speaking of food needed by Europe, there's one big item she needs badly...
and thank goodness, wo can supply it to her.
ANNCR:

And what is that?

PMA:

This very important food happens to be wheat.

Seems to me, Europe needs most foods badly.

plenty of it to Europe this winter*

And we'll be sending

Exports from the United States are

currently estimated at 300 to 325 million bushels and shipments from
Canada may be about the same*
ANHCR:

How about exports from other countries,

?

Argentina, for instance.

She's a big wheat producing country.
PMA:

Both Argentina, and Australia will send some wheat, but it will be less

than in most years.

The bulk of the shipments will have to come from

North America. .. .Under favorable transportation, marketing and handling
conditions, the United States could probably send even more than the
300 or so million bushels.

:

.

::

ANNCR:

Well, whoever sends the wheat,
the poeple of Europe

•

I

know it will bo greatly appreciated by

From what you've said on other broadcasts, tho

food situation thore is just as bad, if not worse, than it was during
tho war.

PMA

As far as broad and flour are concerned, rationing will probably have to

bo continued in most liboratod areas if bread is to be available

throughout the w inter*

ANNCR

Have you any figures on how much wheat Europe has asked for?

PMA:

Unfortunately, no, since import needs are still somewhat uncertain for
several countries.

But we do know that total requirements will be high

and that the volume of international trade will be the largest in 15
years
ANNCR:

What else do you have in store for us today,

PMA:

Well,

I

could talk about fat salvage

there's still

ANNCR

a

I

?

could toll our listeners that

tremendous shortage of fats and oils....

...and you might say that this is one shortage they can all do something

about
PMA:

Right,

i

By saving every drop of used fats and turning thorn in to

the butcher for four cents and four ration points a pound.

toll housewives that used fats are not waste fats... but
in industrial production.

a

I

could also

vital ingredient

And that every bit of used fat tho home maker

turns in goes right to work for her in helping to produce the goods she

wants and needs in and around her home.
ANNCR

Items like paints, varnishes, lubricating oils, leather, soap, rubber,

Nylon stockings ....
PMA

.....and drug supplies, automobiles,

shoots and towels.

washing machines, refrigerators,

Practically every item produced in any factory uses

fat in its manufacture or its operation.

How about fat that is burnt or rancid?
Ho matter what condition tho used fat is in... it's vitally needed*

It

still contains tho ingredients essential to the manufacture of the

products we've mentioned.

Used fat is not only important to industry,

but to the frrmcr as well*)

How's that?
It aids

in conserving the food fats the farmer and cattle raisers have

spent manpower* time and equipment to produce.

Because food fats then

don't have to be allocated to industry until they have first served

their purpose as food.
So these food fats do two jobs instead of one.

Exactly.

One more thing,

.

To

you listeners who live on a farm

or in a small town...if your dealer does not accopt used fats,

your County Agent.

call

.

He will sec that your contribution is collected

and turned over to Tenderers to aid in this peacetime battle of supply.

And there you have it, friends, this week's report on homo front food
of the Production & Marketing Administration

activities. • .with
office, at

.
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MUSIC UP AND UNDER
ANNCR:

Good

,

We "bring you another of our weekly

Friends.

broadcasts about food.

Now that

everyone of us

Victors'- is here,

wants to do everything he or she can, to help this great nation
of ours in the reconversion to peacetime living.

Our government

still has a tremendous food management job ahead.

handling this jVo? -Ana* what can you do to helpl
rat

-if

How is it
You* 11 find

you listen "Sachjweek to*

PMA:

FOOD FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM.

ANNCR:

And now, here is

.. .AT

HOME AND ABROAD.
,

assistant state director in

(state) for the Production and Marketing Administration,
U. S. Department of Agriculture.
1

day
,

PMA:

I

What kind of news have you for us

?

wonder if you'll call it "news".

The problem before us today

is the turkey supply.

ANNCR:

Eo\\r

can that be a problem.

,.

.why,

everybody

I

know ate turkey for

Thanksgiving... now surely that's going to take care of some of the
supply.
PMA:

And, of course, it did.

But meanwhile more turkeys are coming

to market...

ANNCR:

Okeh... we'll eat them for Christmas, and New Year's.

How's that?

That might be allright in ordinary years... but not this season.

Cold storage facilities have just about as much turkey in them as
they can hold. ...in its regular report on November 1st, on cold

storage holdings, the U.

S.

Department of Agriculture informed

the nation that there were over k2 million pounds of turkey in

storage,

compared with not quite 27 million pounds on October 1st.

While the thanksgiving trade has made a dent in that supply, you can
see that the trend indicates a lot more turkey in storage this year.

However | now that the war's over, the government

v;on r t

need as

much cold storage space for military and lend-lease supplies.
While that may be true,

,

the last report on public

warehouse tccupancy showed that both freezers and coolers were

pretty well filled.

Tor one thing,

increased quantities of

carcass beef, and frozen fruits and vegetables are in freezers,

And on ITovembcr 1st, cold storage holdings of frozen poultry
showed an increo.se over October 1st, of around 77 million pounds...

which is the heaviest movement of poultry into storage during the
month of October we've ever had.
So no

matter what we've consumed over Thanksgiving, it probably

hasn't solved our poultry marketing situation....
I'm afraid not.

Here are a few facts that give some idea of just

what kind of pressure our entire poultry supply is putting on the

nation's cold storage facilities.

In the first place, during the

last three months of this year, around one billion two hundred

million pounds of fowl must move into market channels for immediate
consumption, . .or into storage...
Of course, all this isn't turkey

-3PMA:

Oh, no. ..this is all. poultry, ..turkeys

squab
%

and so on.

,

chickens,- ducks*, scc^o,

That figure of 1 "billion 200 million pounds

is about 40 percent mor e than the normal flow of poultry at this
]

time of the year.

Incidentally,

it's based on the fact that farmers

will reduce laying flocks this fall and early winter at a rate

which would avoid excessive egg production next year.
A1J1XR:

with the end of the war, and less military demand for eggs...

Ifell,

and probably less civilian demand due to a lower national income ...
wo can see that there might be a surplus of eggs next year.., if

egg producers don't take stock of the consumer demand for their

product and operate accordingly.
PIIA:

¥ou mentioned that this large poultry supply couldn't be all
turkeys. • .However, turkeys do make up a pretty large share of it...

nearly half a billion pounds of turkey are available. ... that

1

s

20

percent more than the quantity marketed last year during the current

And at least one-fourth more broilers, fryers and

quarter.

roasters arc available, cither for immediate consumption, or

storage this year, than were sold to civilians the final quarter
of ISkk.
AN1TCR:

-I

should think this heavy poultry supply would not only be a

problem from a storage point of view. .but how about processing
.

plants?

I

seem to remember they've had some difficulties getting

the turkeys processed, let alone all this chicken...

Right you are.

A good many plants are still having trouble

getting sufficient skilled labor to push through the bumper turkey
crop,

.

.that

'

s

not even considering the rest of the poultry supply.

-h_
AIJ1ICR:

Didn't you mention this situation in one of your "broadcasts not
so

long ago?.... The fact

that farmers could help ease this

pressure on processing plants

"by

making sure the plants can

handle their poultry "before they ship.
FLU:

Yes, and that point certainly "bears repeating.
up a

"bit "before

If farmers do check

they ship their birds to processors, it's going

to help a lot... for ono thing,

it will help prevent tho clogging

of processing plants... it will also help maintain prices to

producers and will holp keop poultry moving into civilian trade
outlets.
AMTCR:

You've given us a good summary of tho national picture on poultry,,
what's the story here in the 'Jest?

Do we have the same situation

on storage facilities .. .and the same large supplies?
PiiA:

,...if not more so,

•

On November 16 there were

15sr

million pounds of dressed poultry in cold storage, at the seven
major holding points on the West Coast, compared with not quite
11 million pounds on the same date a year ago.

You can sec that
At

the western picture pretty much follows the national tend.

San Prancisco, Oakland and Los Angeles, in California, holdings

wore double what they were on the same date the previous year.
AFiTCR:

How about production out here?
California "boasts a 30 percent increase in turkey production this
year, as against the total national increase of 22 percent.

own state of

has a turkey crop of

•

Our

(indicate

whether turkey production is up or down, also any local facts about
cold storage problems if any, etc.)

For the West as a whole, the

total supnly averages between 25 and

J>0

year,

percent larger than last

in the Coast states... and between 20 and 25 percent larger

in the inland and mountain areas.

-5-

Of course

i

last year, civilians didn't get much of a chance at

the turkey crop,

if I remember correctly.

was needed for our service men and

\-romen.

.

."because so much of it

Certainly this holiday

season, civilians are demonstrating a very healthy appetite for
the traditional bird.

PMA:

And the turkey growers hope they'll keep up the good work.
Except that

I

don't think you can sell very many folks the idea

of having turkey again soon, say, next Sunday.

They've "been

having roast turkey, cold turkey sandwiches, turkey hash and turkey
soup for a few days running recently.

And that's probably going, to

hold 'em for awhile.
PMA:

Don't

lately

I_

1

know it

J

VJhat do

you think \/e've been eating at our house

Ho, I'm not suggesting a turkey dinner for next Sunday...

However, there's no reason why folks who like turkey shouldn't

hove it on other days than just Thanksgiving, Christmas or

AMCR:

You know, that gives me an idea.

ilew

Year's,

How a lot of fellows will be

coming home from overseas before Christmas. . .why not have turkey
for that special 'first dinner.

Or, if a home-coming party is

being planned for a returned soldier or sailor. . .nothing better
than sliced turkey.
PKA:

Exactly.

And folks might like to know that on the basis of the

estimated turkey supply, civilians are provided with five pounds
per person this year, as compared with the three and three-tenths

pounds wc ate last year. ..and the two and six -tenths pounds we

consumed before the war, during the years 1935 to 195 9.
Then, if folks have one more turkey dinner this holiday season than

they normally have, that night eat up some of the turkey that can't
go into cold storage because there isn't room for it.

Before we do any more talking about turkeys, there's one question
probably in the minds of our listeners I'd like to answer... the
question of why we have such a heavy crop this year,
'fell,

I'd say it's because farmers planned their turkey flocks on

the basis of heavy military needs, plus the fact that civilian

demand would also be heavy.

Good enough.

Also, this has been one of those favorable weather

years for turkey production.
so

How's that for an answer?

The fact that civilian demand was

heavy last season,.. and that many civilians didn't have turkey

as often as they customarily do during the holidays.

been an incentive to production this year.

.

.has certainly

Then, as you brought

out, for patriotic reasons, every turkey grower wanted to be sure
to do his part.

He wanted to be sure our fighting forces would

have a traditional American feast on the holidays, no matter what
corner of the globe they happened to be in.
-hen to summarize this turkey situation, we have a bumper crop,

produced in order to fill both expocted civilian and military needs.

And since the

of September,

there's been no set-aside order

on turkeys for the armed forces.

From April of this year, until

2^1-th

the turkey procurement order was terminated,

bought. the

the armed forces
service
turkey for the holiday dinners of our/men and women.

So now, without heavy demand from the military, we have a much

larger supply of turkey than normal, to market in a ".eriod of a
few months.

Thus, we need an immediate civilian outlet for all

these turkeys. ..or they have to be stored in cold storage for civilian
use later on.

-7Pill:

And since cold storage space is very crowded, that isn't the answer.

AHNCR:

:!o,..but the American dinnertable is the answer.
we'

nor;

that

have the poultry situation well in hand, what other news can you

us,

r-ive

?

P1.IA:

Here's the plentiful food list for December

AMJCR:

....and no doubt turkey is at the top of the list.

P:LA:

And

(PAUSE)

Yfellj

yes... as a matter of fact, it is.

list,

I

However, before

I

get into the

should mention that folks probably won't find any tremendous

abundance of small-sized turkeys on the market.

wives can already testify to that fact.

No doubt,

some house-

However, there are large

supplies of heavy toms,

AUNCRj
PI

A:

Yes, but suppose you have a small roasting pan, and a small family.
In that case, perhaps you have a friend who's in a similar situation.
So maybe you can persuade the butcher to

ANNCR:

cut the turkey in half,

That certainljr sounds like a plausible solution,

What other foods will

be plentiful in December?
PI

A:

As I mentioned, heavy torn turkeys, ,, .chickens, except broilers and fryers

weighing under

2

and a half pounds dressed.

..

.carrots, cabbage, white

potatoes, breakfast cereals, dry peas, wheat flour, soya flour, grits
and flakes,

A nd then, for the western states, it looks like there'll

be rather good supplies of smaller sizes of oranges in most areas... and
as visual, we have a good supply of winter squash,

ANNGRi

And there you have it friends, this week's report on home front food
activities, with

,
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Good

,

casts about food.

Friends.

We bring you another of our weekly broad-

Now that Victory

here, everyone of us wants to

is

do everything he or she can, to help this great nation of ours

reconversion to peacetime living.
dous food management job ahead.

what can you do to help?
PMA:

FOOD FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM

ANNCRi

And now here

in the

Our government still has a tremen-

How

is

it handling this

job?

And

You'll find out if you listen each week to:
AT HOLE AND ABROAD.

is_

,

assistant state director for the

Production and Marketing Administration, of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture.

Now that food rationing

is

over, except for sugar, Urn

sure cur listeners would like to knew about the prospects for next

year |

.

PMA;

The announcement did come pretty suddenly, didn't it?

ANNCRj

It sure did.

While most of us realize our food supply has been better

since the war ended.... we didn't think it was going to be quite that

pood this soon.

LIBRARY
CURRENT SERIAL

*
u.

fiECOBfl

JAN2 5194S

#

& mmriiient of tomtwk

•

-2F1A:

Well, the decision tc lift all foods except sugar from the ration
list was largely due to changes

Obvious ly, military food needs have boon sharply re-

since V-J Day*

duced*

in both food roquir orients and supplies

Then, there's been a soasonal increase in livestock slaughter*

..a rscord supply of poultry,

including turkeys

..

.and there'll be a

record supply of eggs in the months to come.
A3 i'CR;

I

can certainly bear witness to the increased meat supply

this may

sound strange, but we've had so much beef at our house lately, that

There was a time when

I'm almost a little tired of it.

I

hardly be-

lieved I'd ever be able to say that.
FKA:

We can count ourselves very fortunate.
and rice are short on a

v/or Id-wide

Heats, sugar, fats and oils

scale.

But this year we've had

plenty of potatoes, poult^', eggs, citrus fruits, vegetables and more

milk than ever.
T

A!1'

CR:

And right now, of all things, we have turkey at the top of the abundant food list.

PMA:

Yes, and as
;e'rc

mentioned last week... and

I

I

think

it

bears repeating...

urgning everyone to have one extrat turkey dinner this year,

to help move those heavy

terns

off the market.

Even in peacetime,

it

will still be important for housewives to buy more of the foods in
heaviest supply, to take the pressure off the items in short supply.
ANNCRj

Then despite the fact rationing

is

over, we can still expect some

shortages

PMA

5

Oh, yes.

All feeds will not be equally plentiful next year.

The

total amount of feed available to civilians will be quite a bit
greater next year than that we've had this past year.

However, wo

still won't always find everything we want in the grocery stores or

butcher shops
A;i:

t

CR:

•

Wnat's the story on butter,

?

•

:

;

-3F1A:

Butter will be relatively scarce ... .especially during the early months
of 19U6.

Whore

That's going to make a lot of people unhappy, I'm afraid.

is

all the butter?
P* <k

!

To begin with, our national appetite for butter

Thus, supply

normal because of high incomes.

is

is

much larger than

way behind demand.

And we're drinking much more milk than we ever have, in the history
of our country.

You know, we can't drink up the milk and expect to

have butter, too.
a:::;gr:

Yes,

see what you mean.

I

overlook.
PMA:

I

They forget butter

....not only butter,

guess that's one point folks sometime
is

•

me.de

from milk.

This

is

true of other manufactured

dairy products ... .they all depend on the milk supply.
AKNCR:

But how about the

Won't

increased milk production this past year?

that help take care of some of this greater demand?
r: _,

Not exactly.

Milk production this year

is

percent above the previous record of 19^2.
fluid milk and cream has boen about

I4I4.O

12^ billion pounds

..

.three

But the consumption of

pounds per person.

four percent above 19^4- and the highest ever reported.

.

.that

's

And civilian

supplies of most of the products manufactured from whole milk have

been at

or

near the pre-war level during the past year.

ANFCP,

What's the forecast for next year on the meat supply,

PMAs

Cn the whole, civilians will be getting more meat than before the

war.

?

However, we'll have to wait awhile for good supplies of some

peats ... • pork and the better gre.dos of beef and veal, for example,

won't bo very plentiful the first part of next year.
ANWCRs

About how much more

meat can we expect next vear?

.

,

.

-hCur 19^6 meat production will very likely total 21 or 22 billion

FMAj

about two billion pounds loss than

pounds.

This

output.

How, that

is

19lli+ f s

record

enough meat to give every person around 158

's

pounds for the year, if we ate it all ourselves.

ANFCR

;

Seojns to me, that's more
it

Let's see...

meat than we've ever oaten.

averages about threo pounds of meat per person, en a weekly basis.

But we're going to continue to send meat abroad, aren't we?
FT:A:

That's just it.

Heat pro\ ides a particularly good example of the
T

way our efforts to help feed a hungry world can bring benefits to
c\r erybody

concerned.

The people of other nations who helped fight

the Axis desperately need some of our meat supply.

..

.about one billion,

300 million pounds of it.

AMCRj

That's a lot of meat.... can we supply that much?

Wikt

To begin with, the United States

meat next year.

is

going to have large supplies of

In ordinary times, this great quantity of meat might

drive the farmer's prices down and cause him to produce less meat
for the next few years

AFTCR t

I'm beginning to see your point.

Or the

one hand, this country has

plenty of meat. .on the ether, there are many countries desperately
.

in need of it

F'A:

Yes, so if wo supply this one billion, J00 million pounds of meat,
it

will actually amount to less than 10 pounds per person here in

the United States

. . .

a week to Americans. t

.

just enough-

to furnish a couple of hamburgers

And after we send that meat abroad, we'll still

have enough left to give every person here

llj.8

pounds

21 pounds more than each of us ate in pre-war years

of meat.

That's

«

ANHCP.:

3c we certainly aren't going to suffer for lack of meat*

PEA:

And by sending that extra meat abroad, we're not only helping prevent
starvation, but we're helping to maintain our farm markets

AIT.'CR:

expect
PM/L;

(PAUSE) I suppose we can continue to

Both mighty important jobs, too.
a

shortage of sugar next year.

Yes... there can be no immediate relaxation of sugar controls right now.

Year-end stocks of sugar arc vary low.
amounts from Cuba until next
as a whole j

I

Then, we can't expect any large

However, there may be less hardship,

'arch.

in 1945 than there was this year... for two reasons:

First,

more sugar should be available, and second, distribution problems should be
less critical.
AIJrTCR:

Where would this sugar come from,

PMA:

With reasonable luck with crops in various sugar producing areas, wc could

?

get beet sugar from the Western states, and cane sugar from Louisiana and
Florida.

Other sources are Hawaii, Puerto Rico and as I've already

mentioned, Cuba*

There's, also a possibility of obtaining some sugar in

1946 from the stocks previously reported in Java.

You'll probably remember

that much of our sugar difficulties this past year wore duo to the fact

that we used up more than 50 percent of our available supply during the

first six months,

kormally, more than half of the yearly supply is

consumed during the last

si::

months.

Co that

's

the reason sugar rationing

was less generous in the last half of 1945 than at any other period since

rationing began.
AM1TCR;

These facts you've given us don't indicate there'll be any early end to

sugar rationing.
PIMA:

Hot for the pr .sent.

satisfy world demand,

the world supply is still too meager to completely
.

But by April of next year, there may

be some improvement in the supply situation.

. •

• .

.which should make consumers very happy.

I

understand we can

expect plenty of eggs next year.

Yes, we'll have a good supply of eggs in 19U6,

•

This year,

the farmers' flocks really paid cff...sc well, in fact, that egg

By spring, egg prices may drop bor

prices are beginning to decline.
low support levels.

Well, of course,, the demand for eggs isn't going to be as great next
year as it was during the war, or even this past year, for example.

That's correct.

And yet farmers estimate they've raised around 821

million chickens sc far this year. ...a 10 percent increase over 19^4.

Furthermore, they'll have just as many eggs to sell during the first
part of 19u6, as they had this year.... that is, if the rate of pro-

duction remains the same.

In the

was five percent below the

19i|i4

last nine months, egg production

records, but 36 percent obove the

10 year average.

Which means that we're going to have an awful lot of eggs to get rid
of next year with loss demand for then.

How

r

brut military demand

for eggs?... the boys who arc still in uniform will need them.

Even sc, the armed forces have already cut their needs for eggs in
half.

And they'll need oven less next year at the present rate of

demobilization.

Even the thousands of men returning to civilian

life won't increase civilian buying enough to offset this military

cutback because the armed forces bought

a

third more eggs for each

man than he ordinarily consumed in civilian life.

And another reason for the possible decrease in demand for eggs will

probably be a lower national income, plus the fact that more meat

will be available.

It's estimated consuracrs may spend from 5 to 10

Exactly.

food in 1946.

perceifcfc

less for

And, as you say, tho shortage of meat had a lot to do with

the record demand for eggs this year*

When housewives couldn't got meat,

they bought eggs.

And

I

sup; ose

we'll continue to export some egg products.

Europe will still be needing eggs next y^ar.

Yes.

It'll take some time to

replenish the flocks of poultry killed by the Nazis.

What else oan we expoct "more of' next yesr?
Qui

;

;

a

few items... .ice cream, condensed and evaporated milk, fluid cream,

cheese, canned vegetables, and fresh and frozen fish.

Also, we can expoct

slightly more odible fats and oils than before the war ... .except for butter,
of
Fi'CR:

course.

Vfoll,

if we're going to have more fats and oils,

then perhaps some housewives

won't need to salvage used kitchen fats J
A:

'That's

whore you're wrong,

fats.

Secretary of Agriculture Clinton

•

There's still
P.

a

shortage of inedible

Anderson has urged us to keep

en with fat salvage to help industrial production.

He has said "It is just

as important now as when fats and o .ls were rationed to save and turn in

every bit of used kitchen, fat.

Used fats continue to be ono of our most

important sources of supply for the manufacture of soap and for other
industrial uses.

It may bo many months before we can obtain adequate

supplies of imported fats and oils for these uses.

In the meantime, every

nous ova fe can help to prevent soap shortages by turning in her used ktichon

fats and dealers can help by continuing collections."

,

.

•

I've been wondering abcut how much food cur armed services will need

next year.

A gced question,

This year

.

. .

abcut nine percent of the total supply.

abroad*

19^5

. .

•

•

•

»the military has had

We've sent around 11 percent

•and civilians have had the remaining 80 percent... or four-

fifths of the total food.

19^6 military requirements will probably

drop to about one-third or even one-fourth of what they've been this
year
And of course we'll continue to send some food abroad to liberated
areas

•

Yes, even though we're off rationing, we'll send fairly large quan-

tities of focd to the United Kingdom and the liberated areas of Europe.
Great Britain, for example, still has a very desperate feed situation.
Cur feed supply must be improving considerably for us to be able to

supply this food to Europe and still take everything off

r>

tioning

except sugar.

We'll continue to send meat and certain fats and oils to our allies
and liberated areas where food consumption is very much lower than
curs.

A couple of weeks ago, Secretary Anderson brought out four

very important points with regard to our food supply f
I

think our listeners would like to hoar those four points,

.

What are they?
First , the United States has sufficient focd to feed its people ade-

quately, and still can help take the edge off of starvation in liber-

ated count r ies

Second

the United States

is

making the largest single contribution

toward supplementing the food supplies of
ITat

ions ... .but

,

-daqjnbers

we are not doing the -whole job.

of the United

These nations them-

selves are producing the major part of their food, but must import
(cont'd)

.

great amounts to bring their supplies up to a livable lex el.
r

other countries are helping out.

And

Canada, Australia, New Zealand

and a number of South American and Caribbean countries are supplying
the liberated nations with substantial food shipments.

Third, by far the largest part of the food we are now sending abroad
is

going to nations who are paying for it.

Through U11RRA, we are

helping to foot the bill, but only for one-third of the supplies
going for relief feeding.

Fourth , the United States and its allies made the greatest sacrifice
of lives

in all history to keep their

tunity for

a

lasting peace.

freedom and to win the oppor-

American food, by helping to route hunger

and unrest, can be one of the most powerful forces

clinching that great viotory into lasting peace.

in the world for

That

is

why we

pledged ourselves to help our allies to the limit of our strength.
Je

are keeping that nle^ge

And there you have it, friends, this week's report on home front food
activities

...

office, at

.with

of the Production & Marketing Administration
,

Listen again (next week at this same time)

for current news and information on FOOD FIGHTS FOR FREEDOM

AMD ABROAD.

This broadcast on America's wartime food program

presented especially for

farmers and consumers.

AT H01E
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